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ARCHITECTURAL SIGN SOLUTIONS

A WORLD OF SIGNS TO
TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY
Signbox signs change everything. They’re transforming
buildings from functional structures into unforgettable
landmarks, turning settings into eye-catching scenic
masterpieces and bringing spaces to life like no other.
For over 30 years, Signbox has remained the first name in
aspirational signage solutions that push the boundaries of
innovation and challenge convention. It’s all thanks to our
great British design and engineering brilliance – and an
intrinsic desire to look at signage differently.
It’s a philosophy that works. Our award-winning signage
strategies are borne from a freethinking creative energy and
technical mastery of revolutionary materials and processes
and they’re hard at work for brands and clients around the
world for everyone to see.
Everyone has a story.
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A. Proctor Group Supports Trade In Developing
Skills With Roofshield®

YBS Insulation Joins ‘Made In Britain‘ - The Marque Of
Success

The A. Proctor Group is committed to promoting the
highest standards of workmanship across construction
trades, and this year is sponsoring the NFRC in
supporting SkillBuild,
the largest multi-trade
competition in the
country for trainees and
apprentices. SkillBuild
is delivered by CITB like
a mini Olympics with a
series of competitions
covering ten crafts. The
roofing competition is
run by NFRC covering
three core disciplines,
reinforced bituminous
membranes (RBM), roof
sheeting and cladding
(RSC) and roof slating
and tiling (RST). The National Finals will be held at the
NEC on 21-23rd November. In support of the competition,
the A. Proctor Group is supplying Roofshield - recognised
by architects, developers and contractors as being one of
the highest performing pitched roof underlays, which is
both air and vapour permeable. Apprentices will be able to
get first-hand experience working with Roofshield as they
look to build their skills and demonstrate their abilities
across a wide range of areas. www.proctorgroup.com

The ‘Made in Britain’ marque offers the coveted confirmation that
goods being sold by a business have
actually been produced here. As a
Derbyshire based supplier of high
performance construction materials, YBS Insulation has accordingly
been accepted into the prestigious
campaign. Made in Britain adheres to
advice on country of origin labelling
included in the Trade Descriptions
Act 1968, while going further to explain this means: “the country of
origin is therefore the country in which a product last underwent a final
treatment or process resulting in a substantial change.” For YBS Insulation, which is celebrating 25 years of manufacturing and distributing a
wide range of insulation products across the UK, joining ‘Made in Britain’ presented a natural progression to its expanding business model.
www.ybsinsulation.com

Envirobank 240 Litter Bin Refreshed
Leafield Environmental’s ever popular Envirobank 240
litter collection and recycling bin has been refreshed with
several new standard and optional features.
The bin has a Patented honeycomb, enhanced double
wall structure, for ultimate rigidity and durability and a
dimpled surface to deter
fly posting. It can house
a 240 litre wheelie bin or
can have sack retention
for a massive 320 litre
capacity. The front
opening design, which
allows emptying without
lifting, has a slam shut
door with four strong
latch points and now
comes as standard with
an uprated, heavy duty,
tamper proof lock.
A whisper close
aperture flap is now available and the addition of a
stainless steel stubber plate is a further new option.
The door incorporates an A3 space for logos or other
personalisation and an optional poster frame is now
available for affixing promotional massages.
A variety of apertures is available, including slots for
paper, propeller for mixed recyclate and a two hole
aperture that is making its mark in several, on-street,
paper cup recycling schemes. www.leafieldrecycle.com

EB25 – The Ultimate Sealant
And Adhesive
This year celebrates Everbuild Building
Products 25th anniversary and to mark the
occasion they have launched their most
advanced sealant and adhesive ever; EB25.
Using a unique polymer blend and cutting
edge technology,
EB25 combines superior flexibility with
incredible bond strength to bring a product
you know you can rely on in any situation.
Suitable for use both indoors and outdoors,
EB25 can be used on virtually any material
in most weather conditions and can even be
used underwater.
EB25 also has the added benefit of being
certified for use in sanitary and food
preparation areas and once cured is resistant
to mould, temperature extremes, chemicals
and more. Not only does this product cater
to a multitude of application needs, it also
carries the EC1Plus badge for very low
emissions meaning it is also environmentally
friendly.
EB25 is available from builders merchants
nationwide in 300ml cartridges in four
popular colours; white, black, clear and grey.
For more information on EB25 visit www.
everbuild.co.uk/EB25 or contact Everbuild on
0113 240 3456 for your local stockist.
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www.yeomanshield.com

Corridors Refreshed With Yeoman Shield
Wall & Door Protection
Following in the footsteps of a string of successful installations at
the Northern General Hospital, Sheffield, Yeoman Shield products
were again chosen as part of the refurbishment of the hospital’s
Firth C & D floor corridors.
With the need to refresh the interior walls and doors, as well as
future proof them from further damage and marking, a variety of
products from Yeoman Shield’s range were employed.

www.troldtekt.co.uk

Nature’s London Theatre

chosen for the panels accompanied by Mid Grey Corner Protection
Angles to keep a light and airy feel to the scheme.
Pete Trenchard, who specified and project managed the scheme
on behalf of Sheffield Teaching Hospitals added “When carrying
out improvements and refurbishment of the corridors, in line with
the STH standard colour scheme and standard fit out, I was keen
to incorporate the Yeoman Shield range of products to achieve a
long-term solution.

Corridor doors, which are on the frontline when it comes to impact
damage, were fitted out with Yeoman Shield Door Edge Protectors
and PVCu clad glazing beads, both in a graphite colour. Contrasting
Mid Grey Door Protection Panels were installed to both sides of the
doors with vulnerable architrave and framework also protected by
Yeoman Shield products.

“The specification of Yeoman Shield products on corridor walls,
vulnerable corners, doors, frames & architraves, protects the
fabric of the corridors without detracting from the visible aesthetic
appearance expected of a hospital environment.

This comprehensive, fire rated, door protection system will extend
the life cycle of expensive fire doors helping to keep them in good
working order.

“I worked closely with the Yeoman Shield team through the design
and specification phase, drawing on their expertise to find a costeffective fit for purpose solution. The site survey and installation
offered a start to finish package which has been contributory to the
successful and well received outcome of the project”.

Yeoman Shield Guardian Handrails in the same colour scheme were
fitted along the hospital passageways. Bespoke metal brackets
were manufactured by Yeoman Shield to implement the spanning
of the rail over pillars through out a glazed corridor.

Photo: David Jensen
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For information on Yeoman Shield wall & door protection products
suitable for refurbishment projects go to www.yeomanshield.com
or call 0113 279 5854.

Troldtekt 100% wood wool acoustic panels have been used to
dramatic effect at London’s famous Open Air Theatre in Regents
Park. A newly-constructed rehearsal building, designed by
architects Reed Watt, comprises a stunning double-height dance
and rehearsal studio in its centre encircled by offices, kitchen and
green room. The details of the structure were specially designed
to reinforce the magic of the setting in which trees, plants and sky
surround the visitor.
The walls are clad with dark stained larch which helps to blur
the distinction between building and landscape while creating a
natural extension to the existing buildings along the edge of the
site. Inside, Troldtekt wood wall panelling in natural grey also
complement the natural setting while helping to dampen and keep
reverberated sound to a minimum. The rehearsal studio has been
acoustically rated so that the maximum noise level that can happen
in the studio before being audible outside is 100dB.
The acoustic studies have been carried out not only to contain the
noise in the room but also to allow the best sound quality during
rehearsals hence why, to avoid reverberation, a band of troldtekt
panels has been installed at high level. In particular, the panels
have been slightly inclined, looking like a feather edge texture, to
increase the sound waves' change of direction.

Beneath the handrail 2mm thick FalmouthEx Wall Protection
Panels were fixed to offer low level protection. A cream colour was
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This detail directly relates to the external timber cladding layout
where it becomes a feature, leaving the small side edges of the
black stained boards as natural timber, breaking down the impact
of the upper level cladding.
Troldtekt panels are frequently specified as a key way to control
acoustics. This is particularly true with spaces like this which are
full of ‘hard’ surfaces where sound waves will bounce causing
distraction and reduced concentration. Specified throughout the
UK and Europe, their benefits include high sound absorption, high
durability, natural breathability, low cost life cycle performance and
sustainability as documented by Cradle to Cradle certification at
silver level.
The panels are also specified to improve acoustics in many different
types of purpose and projects, such as schools, leisure centres,
pools, commercial, private and public buildings. Available in various
sizes and in four grades from extreme fine to coarse, they can be
left untreated or painted in virtually any RAL colour.
Samples, case studies and technical information are easily sourced
from tel 01978 664255 or visit www.troldtekt.co.uk.
More information around this project can be found at www.
troldtekt.com/Inspiration/References/Culture/Regents-Park
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Article By: Aluprof UK

FENESTRATION THAT OFFERS FIRE AND SMOKE PROTECTION
Aluminium remains the most widely specified material for commercial windows, doors and curtain wall so it should
come as no surprise that leading European systems company, Aluprof, offer a comprehensive range of fire rated
systems.
Until a few years ago, material choices were limited to timber and steel systems, but with advances in design and
materials, aluminium framed products are now quickly becoming the specifiers choice. Aluprof have designed each
of their fire rated products to perfectly complement their standard systems. So, for any part of any screen, window,
door or curtain wall aluminium framing can be fire rated and can still retain the slim sight lines of standard systems.
Some solutions are unique to the industry and available only from Aluprof such as the fire rated, capless silicon joint
curtain wall system, MB SR50NEI EFEKT tested to EI60 class.

Following two years of collaboration, the new MB-45EW framing system has been
developed and rigorously tested for applications where non-insulated screens and doors
are required. A first for the UK market, the slim system exceeds the current ratings of
E30 and EW requirements with additional radiation reduction. Suitable for internal
applications, the framing system also offers a smoke-proof screen arrangement with
doors, compliant with EN13502-2. Pyroguard Integrity Plus glass is the first fire glazing
tested and certified for the new system delivering El 15 and EW30 fire performance
along with 1B1 impact protection.
Wojciech Brozyna, Managing Director at Aluprof UK, commented: “As we strive to
deliver a solution which is effective, cost-efficient and aesthetically pleasing to suit the
needs of specifiers today, we had to overcome several challenges. The expertise of
Pyroguard has been invaluable and by combining our efforts throughout the testing
phase we have created a solution which exceeds current safety requirements to deliver
advanced protection.”
“Glazing often plays a vital role in modern buildings, but meeting functional safety
requirements needn’t come at the expense of aesthetics,” says Vince Crook, Technical
Director at Pyroguard. “By collaborating with Aluprof, we’ve been able to develop a
fully-accredited and certified framing solution which utilises the key characteristics of
our high-performing products – namely design and 1B1-classified impact protection, in
addition to essential EI 15 and EW30 safety requirements.”
In what is believed to be a first for the industry, the cap-less, fire rated curtain wall
system MB-SR50N EI EFKT has recently been specified on a refurbishment development
in Manchester. The project, known as ‘The Core’, is located at 24-30 Brown Street in
Manchester city centre.
Originally built in the mid-1980s as the headquarters for law firm Halliwells, the building, also formerly known as St James’s Court, has
been given an £8 million overhaul to replace the facade and re-fit the internals. The Core comprises 48,000 sq.ft of office space over
six floors including a new 7,500 sq.ft roof-top extension. It is this new upper floor that proved a challenge for the architects PRP as the
planners insisted on parts of the new facade would need to be fire rated due to the proximity of other buildings and future developments.
A fire rating of EI60 was required on part of the new cap-less, curved glass facade on the top floor. Aluprof’s new system, MB-SR50N EI
efekt, enabled the architect to have a cap-less fire rated system whilst at the same time seamlessly blending in with areas which did not
require a fire rating. Dan Holden of facade specialists Casu Consulto who designed and installed the facade takes up the story, “We were
going down the route of a steel system for this project until we were introduced to this new system by Aluprof. To achieve a cap-less fire
rated curtain wall system is a big development for the industry, but to be able to have the fire rated system on one side of a mullion and
non-fire rated on the other side in a seamless transition, is truly impressive.”

Aluprof’s technical brochure entitled, ‘Fire Rated and Smoke Exhaust Systems’, explains in detail each product and rating. Aluprof
systems offer some of the highest fire protection ratings in Europe, some reaching EI120 - that’s two hours fire and smoke protection.
Each system has been tested according to UK industry standards with various specialist glasses and most are fully covered by the UK’s
‘Certifire’ certificate of approval.

With the old heavy red brick facade removed and window openings
made much larger, the new office development has been finished to
shell to allow tenants to customise their space, following the trend for
more individually designed workspaces. The central light-well has been
opened up and windows enlarged to further add light into all floors.
The project team for the refurbishment, managed by OBI, included PRP
Architects, Russells Construction, Tier Consult as structural engineer,
and REDS, M&E advisor.

The company’s fire rated MB-60E EI system offers a cost effective solution for fire doors. With just a 60mm frame depth, the MB-60E
EI can achieve a fire resistance class of EI15 or a EI30 according to DIN EN 13501-2 + A1. Complete with polyamide thermal breaks, the
door system is ideal for use in both external or internal applications. Door sets can be manufactured with both fixed lights and opening,
single or double doors, to create extensive screen assemblies.
For specification flexibility, the MB-60E EI door can be specified with glazing thicknesses of between 5 to 41 mm and can be manufactured
up to 2,300 x 1,300 mm in size per door leaf. Being fully compatible with Aluprof ‘MB’ systems, specifiers do not have to sacrifice
constant sight-lines between fire rated areas and normal glazing requirements.
The competitively priced MB-60E EI system joins a wide range of windows, doors, screens and curtain wall systems which can achieve
ratings of up to EI60. Aluprof also offer a comprehensive RIBA approved CPD for specifiers titled ‘The Use of Glazed Screens to Control
the Spread of Smoke and Fire in Buildings’.
Bringing together more than eight decades of technical industry experience, fire glass experts Pyroguard have completed an ambitious
testing programme in partnership with Aluprof a new, cost-efficient, non-insulated, slimline fire-resistant glazing system for the UK and
European market.
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Serving the whole of the UK and Ireland, Aluprof UK’s head office and
warehouse facility is located in Altrincham, Cheshire. Aluprof systems
are increasingly being specified on a wide range of residential and
commercial projects across the UK. Systems are designed, fabricated
and installed by selected, specially trained local companies, to ensure
each fabricated product meets Aluprof’s exacting standards.
Further information is available on the company’s website at www.aluprof.co.uk and specialist advice is available directly from Aluprof’s
UK head offices on +44 (0) 161 941 4005 or from their London office, based at the Business Design Centre, Islington, on +44 (0) 207 288
6415.
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Condair Expands Dehumidifier Range

‘Safe To Touch’ Heating – Sorted…..

Humidity control specialist, Condair, has extended its
dehumidifier range to include more desiccant models, wall and
ceiling-mounted systems, units that control temperature as
well as humidity, and swimming pool units.The new Condair DA
desiccant dehumidifier range now includes capacities from 0.6
to 182 litres per hour (@20°C/60%RH) from its standard models
with customized units being able to meet any larger drying
requirement. Features include the ability to operate down to
-30°C and consistently maintain an air humidity as low 1%RH.
Condair’s new wallmounted condensing
dehumidifier range
offers attractive
in-room units with a
sleek, minimalistic
design. Alternatively,
wall-mounted
systems can be
remotely located in
a room adjacent to the area being dehumidified. New ceilingmounted models enable installers to either integrate the
unit in a suspended ceiling system or simply fix it overhead to
avoid taking up floor space.bTo complete Condair’s range of
dehumidifiers, swimming pool models are now available that
incorporate a range of features specifically for pool areas. Heat
exchangers recover thermal energy from the supply air and the
dehumidification process, which can either be introduced to the
dry air being returned to the pool area or used to heat the pool
water. www.condair.co.uk

Stelrad’s LST – low surface temperature - radiators are key where
there is a need to meet NHS Guidance for ‘Safe Hot Water and
surface temperature’ – in hospitals, care and nursing homes,
as well as sheltered housing, schools and nurseries and in an
increasing amount of general needs housing. They are also highly
relevant in sports centres and other public service buildings
where the owners want to take all
the risk out of the building.
LST radiators need to be designed
to ensure they offer as much
protection as possible to those
for whom they are designed to
provide heating – as well as to
ensure the casing never exceeds
43 degrees C they need to include
rounded corners and edges to
the design to avoid damage from
sharp edges. Additional benefits
such as safety grilles, easy to
operate heating controls and
even arthritic adaptors for people
who are unable to grip controls
easily, can be incorporated to provide a user friendly ‘package’
for those they seek to help. Stelrad has recently released two
new additions to its already extensive range by adding an LST
Standard Deco and LST iPlus Deco design – both featuring its
popular Deco horizontal lined fascia to make the casings for the
radiators more aesthetically pleasing.
www.stelrad.ie or www.stelrad.com

Installer Hails ‘Modern Method Of
Underfloor Heating’
A Southwest based plumbing and heating
contractor has expressed his belief that underfloor
heating systems can not only deliver optimum
energy efficiency, in tandem with renewables
or conventional boilers, but also that they can
be simple to install and – crucially – respond as
quickly as radiators.
Trowbridge based Lee McClurg Plumbing Limited
works mainly in the domestic sector and has
completed more than 50 properties for award
winning developer, Ashford Homes using OMNIE’s
TorFloor system.
In its most recent project involving the use
of OMNIE underfloor heating, Lee McClurg
Plumbing installed both the ClipPlate system
across the beam-and-block ground floor
construction and the TorFloor system, fitted directly across a first floor structure of the widely used metal web joists. Lee McClurg
commented: “We have installed a variety of underfloor heating systems in the past, but found the OMNIE TorFloor to be the best
available, because it is so straightforward and it really works. Normally the housebuilder’s carpenters install the TorFloor Panels
directly across the floor joists which saves having to lay chipboard flooring first. Then one person can fit the heating pipe directly into
the routed channels, using a de-coiler and because you only have a thin layer of plywood between the pipe and the carpet the room
warms up really rapidly. “
“I did actually have one of OMNIE’s technical reps come on site to run through the installation and commissioning procedure once,
but it is so easy we have just got on with it since then, following the layout drawings and, in this case, connecting back to seven
and eight- port Precision-Flo manifolds. While the Preston Leigh properties are fitted with gas boilers, I have installed OMNIE
underfloor heating with an air source heat pump, for which it is an ideal means of heat delivery. For difficult situations it is the best
UFH system by a country mile!” www.omnie.co.uk
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www.rinnaiuk.com

Rinnai Delivers Hot Water On Demand At Tŷ
Coryton Site For Orbis Education & Care In South
Wales
Rinnai continuous flow water heaters have been installed on site
at the Tŷ Coryton site of Orbis Education & Care, an organisation
dedicated to providing specialist care for children, young people
and adults.
Orbis offers specialist schools, community homes, respite care
and community-based work-skills services. This application of the
Rinnai continuous flow hot water heating products and systems
was at an accommodation/care home facility containing 27 rooms
with an extra-ordinary demand of hot water, primarily due to the
frequency, timing and longevity of the use of showers, baths and
basins.
As such Rinnai provided five HDC 1500i continuous flow water
heaters, powered by Natural Gas, which at peak can provide in
excess of 5,000 l/hr. The installed system included concentric flues
and a secondary return complete with expansion vessels and valves
to ensure G3 compliance. The system has now been operational for
almost 9 months and the feedback has stated that the system is
‘exceptional’.
Tŷ Coryton is set in extensive parkland on the outskirts of Cardiff
just off junction 32 of the M4. Tŷ Coryton offers a broad range of
on and off-site activities, encouraging the students to contribute
to and enjoy a sense of community. Whilst the school offers an
engaging and flexible curriculum tailored to the learning needs
of the individual, the residential building is divided into separate
communal flats, each with separate bedrooms, and with kitchen
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and lounge areas. Each resident is encouraged to take an active
role in personalising their own bedrooms as well as their collective
communal spaces. With education, care and in-house therapy
teams linking closely together, Tŷ Coryton offers a 24-hour waking
curriculum of learning, life skills and leisure.
The highly qualified and experienced team supports children and
young people with autism and complex needs to develop key life
skills in line with their individual Behavioural Support Plan. Rinnai’s
Infinity 1500i, which has been installed at Tŷ Coryton offers greater
benefits when compared to an older style water heating system.
There is a focus on energy conservation at Orbis and the 1500i
delivers with its 105% net efficiency and market leading range of
modulation (58kW – 2.4kW).
This increase in energy efficiency also translates into economic
savings, helping Orbis manage the energy costs, especially in water
and electricity, two essential components needed for a water
heating system to operate.
The peak need for useable hot water at Tŷ Coryton means that it
needs a system that can meet and provide continuous hot water,
effortlessly, whilst controlling overall costs.
The Rinnai Infinity HDC1500 range is smaller, more compact in
its design, and can be fitted either internally, or externally. If
the Infinity 1500e is fitted externally, it comes with appropriate
weather proofing which provides the required protection to ensure
consistent, long life working efficiency.
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Luxury Student Apartments In Bristol Receive EyeCatching Glass Façade As Part Of £1.3M Make-Over

FGS Façades Provide Enhanced Aesthetics For
Suburban London Mixed Use Scheme

A former office block in Bristol has been transformed into
a complex of luxury student apartments – complete with
an impressive new look from Jack Aluminium Systems. AA
Aluminium Systems installed Jack Aluminium’s JCW curtain
walling system in the £1.3m makeover project to create the Study
Inn, a modern and comprehensive
all-inclusive living experience for
university students. The citycentre site used a combination of
aluminium and PVCu to achieve
the right style. The JCW curtain
walling specialist commercial
glazing system relies on an
innovative clip-in plate and ladder
system to help make installations
fast and efficient. Sam Keshwala,
director at AA Aluminium Systems, won the commission to
create the floor-to-ceiling aluminium framework, designed to
blend in discretely and show off the massive expanse of glass. For
this project, the aluminium was ordered from Jack Aluminium
Systems. Sam says: “This job was really interesting because we
were asked to create a bespoke framework for one entire side of
a building.
“At our Leicester base, the framework was cut to size,
constructed and delivered to site. There, and only there, is the
glass fitted. We ordered the aluminium from Jack Aluminium and
we were very impressed.” www.jackaluminium.co.uk

A shining addition to the skyline of suburban London, the
landmark Sutton Point mixed use scheme has completed
involving FGS’s façade design, manufacture and installation
services across its three towers. FGS installed WICONA WITEC
50 aluminium
curtain wall system
which was specified
for the top floors
of each tower to
provide the main
feature glazing
with spandrel
glass and vision
with glass to glass
corners. For the
hotel front, a curved structurally glazed screen over seven floors
was specified. For the residential, office, retail and health and
fitness accommodation, glazing products used included COOLLITE SKN 165 glass with a solar control coating to reduce heat
transfer without compromising light transmittance; and STADIP
PROTECT, laminated safety glass which retains some residual
strength when broken.
FGS also provided and installed WICONA WICSLIDE 160 lifting
sliding doors combining excellent thermal insulation with highest
functionality and design along with WICLINE 75 EVO windows
featuring a high insulation multi-chamber system in symmetric
design. Seven-metre-high curtain wall screens provide a clean,
professional finish to the project. www.fgs-uk.co.uk

www.comar-alu.co.uk

Comar 9P.i High Performance Window, Door
& Framing System
After extensive research and consultation with key supply partners,
Comar Architectural Aluminium Systems deliver the Comar 9P.i
High Performance Window, Door and Framing System. Research
indicated that a thermally efficient future-proof facade system was
required, with off-site manufacture and value engineering solutions
that actively seek to reduce material content.

Medical Access Solved

Comar 9P.i High Performance framing offers two options of
construction, ladder frame or mitre frame. Comar 9P.i windows and
9P.i doors can be hung directly from the frame, reducing the need
for additional outer frames, creating a truly integrated solution.
Building typologies differ from refurbishment to new build, so
Comar 9P.i has profiles widths from 78mm, 100mm and 120mm
creating greater design flexibility.

As you would expect, a busy doctor’s surgery has a wide range
of needs when it comes to patient access. Providing a clear
and easy entry and exit system for the new extension at the
Haden Vale Medical Practice was a priority and TORMAX
was contracted by the Cameron Butcher Group to install two
automatic sliding door systems to the main entrance. Powered
by TORMAX 2201 compact operator, the doors deliver reliable
and seamless access for the elderly, wheelchair users, people
with pushchairs as well as all other visitors to the practice.

There are three levels of thermal performance, standard, multichamber and multi-chamber thermal foam, creating U-values
of between 1.6 to 1.0 for a typical grid size with opening vents.
Comar 9P.i has slim 65mm sight-lines to meet that architecturally
demanded aesthetics are achieved. Glazing lines are flush,
maintaining consistent lines for a sleek external facade providing
straight interfacing with walls, internal floors and partitions.

The Haden Vale Medical Practice is a thriving part of the
community. Providing three additional, much needed
consultation rooms, as well as a utility area, the new single
storey extension dramatically improves the services that can
be offered. The Cameron Butcher Group, which specialises in
healthcare refurbishment, worked closely with TORMAX to
deliver a comprehensive access solution that meets the varied
requirements of the patients.

Consideration is also given for plaster-lines with profiles to cater for
differing situations. Comar 9P.i windows can be open-in or openout side, top or bottom hung and a tilt and turn option, offering
unobtrusive ventilation.

The TORMAX 2201 door drives offer a user-friendly and costeffective solution to door automation that can be adapted to almost any location. It is particularly quick and easy
to install whilst straightforward, 2-key programming allows practice staff to adapt opening and closing speeds to
reflect the volume of foot traffic and weather conditions.
Measuring just 142mm x 100mm, the TORMAX 2201 operator is also neat and compact, making it an unobtrusive
solution for both contemporary and traditional settings. www.tormax.co.uk

Comar 5P.i Vertical Sliding Windows and Horizontal Windows can
also be integrated into the Comar 9P.i framing. Glazing sizes have
been catered for up to 62mm meaning that future requirements for
high performing acoustic or triple glazed projects can be specified.
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Comar 9Pi. The Next Generation of Framing Systems, includes:
• New Comar 9P.i & Comar 9P.i high performance window and
door suite.
• Value Engineered: Windows and Doors hang directly from
Comar 9P.i Framing, reducing metal content
• Fast-track fabrication, off-site construction.
• British Standards BS 6375, PAS 23 and PAS 24
• Security approved Secured by Design
• Dual colour options with all finishes: anodising with a 35-year
guarantee, polyester powder coating, a 25-year guarantee
with RAL colours from Interpon and Syntha Pulvin
• Value engineering opportunities creating cost efficiencies
• Low-rise thresholds and wide doors to cater for DDA
• Up to two storey facades, with 3000mm spans at 1500mm
centres
• Low U-values 1.6 – 1.0
• High span mullions and transoms
• Slim 65mm, sight-lines
• Flexibility: Profile width 80mm, 100mm & 120mm
• Three options of thermal performance, standard, multichambered, thermal foam
• Flush glazing seamless opening vents
• Glass lines on one plane
• Integrates with existing Comar 5P.i windows and Comar 7
Doors
• Flexible fabrication mitre frame construction or ladder frame
construction
www.comar-alu.co.uk

Notes from the Comar
design team...

18 [ DOORS, WINDOWS & GLAZING

Large 62mm glazing
pocket for
acoustic glass.

The latest thermal
break technology.
Slim sight lines for
With thermal foam and
both the casement
triple glazing, U-values
and tilt/turn
are reduced to 0.77,
windows.
creating a future
proof solution.

Windows hang direct
from the Comar
9P.i Frame as well
as rebated or swing
doors.
Fast-track
semi unitised
construction for
floor to ceiling
glazing.

www.profabaccess.com

Profab Access Ahead Of The
Curve With Fire Testing
Profab Access Ltd, part of the Access 360 portfolio, is prioritising
fire safety in buildings with the introduction of fire testing for both
sides of its 4000 Series riser door range.
Profab has been working with the global testing, inspection and
certification company, Warrington Fire, for several years and has
the CERTIFIRE independent third party certification for its 4000
Series riser doors, 8000 Series access panels for tiled walls, 1000
Series access panels and steel doors. The 4000 and 8000 Series
ranges are available with up to a 4 hour CERTIFIRE rating.
Following the Hackitt Review and the subsequent Government
Implementation Plan, published in December 2018, four key areas
were highlighted for improvement, including “Clearer standards
and guidance, and product safety”.
James Fisher, Managing Director of Access 360, comments, “From
our perspective actions speak louder than words. In the spirit of the
Hackitt Review we wanted to ‘start living the cultural shift’ and to
lead the industry by investing in testing and certification because
we believe it’s the right thing to do and not just because it’s a legal
requirement.”
“Fire testing from both sides is a significant investment on our
part, in terms of time and cost. It takes nearly twice as long to
test from both sides, requires two doors to be tested on opposite
sides and doubles the cost of the testing and certification process.
The benefit to our customers is that they can have absolute
confidence that when they specify a Profab fire rated riser door its
performance has been tested and independently verified above and
beyond what is legally required.”

“We want all our customers to have this level of peace of mind and
it is our intention to conduct fire testing from both sides on all the
products in the Profab range. Testing on the 1000 Series access
panels is already under way.”
The riser doors are tested to measure the integrity of the door and
frame when subjected to fire. The process involves ensuring that
flaming cannot occur on the unexposed face of the door for longer
than 10 seconds and that a 25 mm rod cannot be passed through
the specimen. The transfer of radiant heat though the surface of
the doors is also measured. Limiting the transmission of heat from
one side of the door to the other to protect building occupants so
they can safely exit the building is paramount.
Amendments have already been made to the Building Regulations
Approved Document B (Fire Safety), notably the ban on
combustible cladding on all new buildings over 18 metres in height.
Further changes are expected as a result of the call for evidence
for the technical review of Approved Document B, which closed
in March. By taking the lead in fire testing both sides of the 4000
Series riser doors Profab Access is future proofing the products
being used in the construction sector. When it comes to riser
doors building professionals now have the opportunity to specify
products that exceed the legal requirements.
Visit www.profabaccess.com or call 01827 719051 for further
information.
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comar 9P.i
High Performance Framing, Windows and Doors
After extensive research and consultation with key supply partners, Comar
Architectural Aluminium have developed 9P.i High Performance Framing,
Windows and Door System.
A thermally efficient futureproof facade system was required, with off-site semi unitised
manufacture and value engineering solutions that reduced material content. Comar 9P.i
High Performance Framing offers two options of construction, ladder frame or mitre frame,
9P.i windows and 9P.i doors hang directly from the frame, reducing the need for additional
outer frames, reducing costs. As we’ve reduced the metal content Comar 9P.i has slim
sight-lines, which increase the glazed area to power down U-values. With options for
including thermal foam, U-values are as low as 0.77.

For more information about comar9P.i
please contact us:
Tel:
0208 8685 9685
Email: projects@parksidegroup.co.uk
Web: www.comar-alu.co.uk
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New ‘Hero’ Furniture Range Offers
Style, Function And Sustainability For
All Seasons
Plaswood has launched a range of picnic tables
called ‘Hero’ that twin style with sustainability
to help transform external spaces with elegant
but durable statement furniture. The new, lighter
weight range of Plaswood tables is made from
100% recycled plastic and boasts a unique new
design that allows for easier assembly with a
semi-fabricated option.
The new range reduces manufacturing offcuts
waste by a whopping 90% making the furniture
even more sustainable whilst providing landscape
professionals, local authority specifiers, garden
centres, builder’s merchant buyers and outdoor
hospitality managers with a product that is re-made with the environment in mind. Hence the name ‘Hero’ range.
The new range also taps into the rising trend across the UK and mainland Europe for more outdoor entertainment and communal public
spaces. The Hero tables maximise flexibility, coming in elegant rectangular or curvaceous circular forms, including playful touches such as
activity table tops for children. The series has a clean design ethos and stylish finishing.
The family of furniture includes: an adult and junior size picnic table, activity top tables, a round family size picnic table and a wheelchair
access table.
Plaswood has proved its pioneering flair with this latest range. All items come fully or semi-assembled and can be fabricated in three easy
steps. The round picnic table, for example, is now available part assembled, reducing the amount of space required for transportation
from four to one pallet space. The wheelchair access table is also available semi-assembled at a competitive price.
Plaswood’s second life products support and develop the circular economy whilst promoting plastic recycling. Products made from
Plaswood require no annual maintenance, painting or chemical treatment prior to installation or during its long-life time, and does not
leach chemicals, rot or splinter. www.plaswoodgroup.com

www.hauraton.com

Hauraton Drainage Systems At
Bonus Arena - Hull Venue

Maximising The Potential Of The Public Realm
With the public appeal of many of the UK’s historic buildings principally driven by
their external appearance, the ability to maintain surrounding spaces safely and easily
and unlock their potential for outdoor events is increasingly paving the way for an
economically sustainable future. The Key to capitalising on this bright future is the
safe provision of electricity to these outdoor spaces in a way that is not detrimental to
the aesthetic appeal of a heritage building.

Built on brown-field land located on the edge of the main shopping
district in Hull and adjacent to Princes Quay, the Bonus Arena –
Hull Venue and its associated multi storey car park were opened in
August 2018. The £36 million development progresses the legacy
of the social and economic impact generated by Hull’s 2017 UK City
of Culture status.

Achieving the balance between practicality and aesthetics is easily achievable through
the range of fully retractable and In-Ground power units available from Pop Up Power
Supplies®. When power is required, the Pop Up Units are raised out of the ground with
a simple turning handle. After use, they are simply lowered back into the ground. The
Pop Up Power Supplies® range of In-Ground units (or flip lid units) features a simple
open-and-close mechanism for easy access to the power points.
In-Ground power units can be operated with the lids locked down, and the lids for both
solutions are also recessed to accommodate any infill surface material, whether it is
stone, paving or grass. When retracted, this ensures that units blend seamlessly with
the local environment.

The Arena, designed by AFL Architects, is a state-of-the-art
music and events complex with a flexible capacity of up to 3,500
people. The facility can provide a venue for concerts or corporate
conferences in an 800 seat auditorium. A 2000m² adaptable space
can be utilised for sporting events or exhibitions and trade shows.
Surrounding the Bonus Arena is a public realm laid with grey stone
paving and landscaped by re-form Landscape Architecture Limited
with trees, lawns, flowerbeds and permanent stone seating.

Retractable service units from Pop Up Power Supplies® offer major health and safety
advantages too. Traditional outdoor power supplies, such as power generators, are
hazardous in their operation, and trip hazards come through long lengths of trailing
power cables. Generators take up space too and allow members of the public to get
too close to what is a potential electrocution hazard.
With in-ground or pop-up units from Pop Up Power Supplies®, safety is optimised as the power source is discreet to minimise the
potential for accidental contact. After the visitors have left, the power units are also useful for maintenance personnel, keeping the
site in first rate condition and maintaining the attraction of heritage assets. www.popuppower.co.uk
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An effective surface water drainage system was essential to ensure
all weather access to the venue. 140 metres of Hauraton RECYFIX®
PRO 100 channels with FIBRETEC® heel-safe gratings were chosen
for the job which blended well with the stone paving and would
resist damage from applied grit rock salt in freezing weather.
The material, PA-GF used to make the FIBRETEC® grating, was
especially developed by Hauraton; the tough, UV resistant, fibre
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reinforced moulding offers high stability and huge strength for
its weight. Complying with loading category Class C250 (BSEN
1433) the grating can easily take the weight of commercial delivery
vehicles.
The design is a real innovation as its
non-corrosive material provides a
visually appealing surface finish that
retains its colour. The slots are super
smooth, elliptical openings with the
moulded bars having slightly raised
triangular bosses along their outside
edges. As well as providing an elegant appearance, the feature
ensures surface water is directed into the slots.
The RECYFIX® channel component is made from 100% recycled PP.
The PRO 100 model is factory fitted with the FIBRETEC® grating
and only weighs 4.6kg, so the unit was easy to handle and quickly
installed on site.
For more product information go to www.hauraton.com .
For other Case Studies go to www.drainage-projects.co.uk .
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www.geze.co.uk

Island Gateway Is Ferry, Ferry Nice
A new ferry terminal, created as a tourism
and community gateway to the Isle of
Arran, has been fitted from stem to
stern with products supplied by GEZE UK.
The stunning development is part of a £30
million investment intended to upgrade the
harbour, make it fit for 21st century travel
and enhance passenger experience.
The terminal, designed by architects, Norr
of Glasgow, is ship-shaped – following the
traditional lines of a sea bearing vessel and
is clad in sandstone. It proudly sits near the
water’s edge and is filled with natural light
that pours through a wall of windows fitted
to the ‘stern’ of its west elevation which are
operated by 30 GEZE Slimchain drives.
They provide the light and spacious feel to
the building’s main entrance which opens

out into a reception area. The Slimchain
drives a natural ventilation system
facilitated by a GEZE MBZ 300 two-zone
control panel, which is integrated into the
terminal’s building management system
(BMS).
These have been placed throughout
the two-storey building including in the
departure lounge, alongside the GEZE
Powerchain drives on the upper vents that
were chosen to operate the larger windows.
The lounge benefits from a double-height
room with stunning views across Brodick
Bay.
Stairwells were also fitted with Slimchain
drives alongside GEZE OL Line manual
opening systems to enable natural smoke
and heat ventilation if required, and to give
additional natural ventilation.

Beneath the glazed western elevation are
two automatic swing doors to either side.
These are powered by GEZE Slimdrive
EMD-F operators - electro-mechanical
drives that are extremely versatile,
providing easy access for those with
mobility issues.
They provide power assisted opening and
can be initiated using the operating button
with guaranteed constant opening and
closing speed.
At just 7cm high, the Slimdrive EMD-F
operators are extremely discreet and sit
neatly on the door frame. They offer a
low-wear, hi-performance system which is
exceptionally quiet in operation.
A further Slimdrive EMD-f was fitted to one
of the side elevations of the building.
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From the main entrance, accessed by its
pass doors, a glazed corridor leads to a
bi-parting sliding door powered by a GEZE
Slimdrive SL NT operator, which leads into
the foyer of the main reception area.
With a height of just 7cm – Slimdrive SL
NTs are almost invisible, virtually silent in
operation and can move leaf weights of up
to 125kg. They are ideal for buildings with
high levels of footfall and a continuous
flow of people heading in and out of the
building.
GEZE UK worked closely with CMS Enviro
Systems which installed the products for
the project.
Asset owners – Caledonian Maritime
Assets Limited (CMAL) – together with
Transport Scotland, North Ayrshire Council,
Strathclyde Partnership for Transport and
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the Coastal Communities Fund, invested to
upgrade the facility.
The previous infrastructure was
constructed in the early 1970s and had
reached the end of its serviceable life. The
new facilities will accommodate growing
numbers of car and passenger traffic
travelling to the island.
The redevelopment includes a longer and
deeper, two-berth pier and airport-style
gangway – safer for passengers boarding
and disembarking vessels. Land has been
reclaimed to provide improved parking and
traffic marshalling areas.
The terminal itself incorporates 1328 sq
metres of space and has capacity for 400
passengers.
Andy Howland, GEZE UK’s director of sales
and marketing, said: “This was a fascinating

project with which to be involved. Many
GEZE products were used throughout the
build and much thought was given from
the outset to making this an intelligent
functional building geared up for the future,
whilst embracing the natural environment
in which it sits.”
For more information about GEZE UK’s
comprehensive range of automatic and
manual door closers call 01543 443000 or
visit www.geze.co.uk
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Wastewater Engineers Tackle Whale-Sized
‘Concreteberg’

LG Showcases VRF + Hydro Kits For District
Heating

Wastewater engineers from Lanes Group plc are supporting
Thames Water in the removal of a ‘concreteberg’ as heavy as
a blue whale
plugging three
London sewers.
The giant mass
of solidified
cement and
ballast, thought
to be at least
100 metres long
and weighing
105 tonnes, has
been discovered
at the junction
of Gosling Street
and Hall Street,
in Islington.
A team of Lanes wastewater operatives are preparing to work
with Thames Water colleagues to remove the giant blockage.
They will use a range of cutting tools to remove the rock-hard
concrete, including high-pressure water jets from a specialist
concrete-busting jet vac tanker and pneumatic drills.
Tankers will be on standby 24 hours a day, ready to pump out
local sewers to protect local properties against the risk of sewer
flooding caused by the blockage.

LG has helped renovate some dilapidated social housing flats
in Northamptonshire, with its Multi V 5 VRF solution providing
heat and hot water through a district heating system, utilising
four of its Hydro Kit units to provide sufficient heating and hot
water for all the flats via Heat Interface Units. In order to keep
costs of heating and hot water down, a district heating system
was agreed, future proofing the buildings, utilising a central plant
room to house most
of the equipment,
channelling the heating
and hot water via a
heat interface unit - in
each apartment.
The LG units
incorporate the
ultimate Inverter
Compressor which
improves energy
efficiency and enhances compressor reliability. Vapor Injection
provides a two-stage compression effect that provides efficient
heating operation in low temperature conditions. The LG Multi V
5 offers biomimetics technology – with enhanced fans increasing
air flow rate by up to 10% over standard fans, whilst reducing
power consumption by up to 20%. The extended shroud on the
units provides higher heat exchanging capacity to increase the
air flow rate and the four-sided heat exchanger improves heat
transfer by up to 20%. Head for partner.lge.com/uk for more
information.

www.rinnaiuk.com

York Hospital Again Chooses Rinnai Hot Water
Heating Units For Upgrade
Clifton Park Hospital in York, advised by A
J Gastech - has chosen Rinnai to upgrade
its hot wáter heating system to meet
the increasing demand whilst staying
economically and environmentally efficient.

Sustainable House Benefits
From Copper Rainwater
System
If you want a natural looking and
eco-friendly rainwater system
then Copper gutters and down
pipes from the Yeoman Rainguard
range, as chosen by the owners of
a charming detached residence in
North Yorkshire, are the solution.
With solar panels already in place
the proprietors were keen to extend
their sustainable ideas to a new
rainwater system choosing a copper
product for its natural attributes.
Yeoman Rainguard 125 x 70mm
copper half round gutters along
with 80mm dia. downpipes were
expertly fitted to the property by
local contractor Robertson Building
& Roofing Ltd of York.
Over time the bright finish will darken through natural oxidisation to, eventually, a beautiful green patina. This attractive finish looks
perfect against natural stone, timber and red brick facades. The finish is not only pleasing to the eye but gives copper gutters and
downpipes their own self-manufactured defence to corrosion, meaning a low maintenance lifecycle of over 50 years.
A copper rainwater system is also a perfect choice for those, as in this case, wanting to harvest rainwater because it is a natural biocide
which prevents the build-up of algae. “We are very happy with what Yeoman Rainguard have supplied us and look forward to the
system giving us many years of maintenance free service.” commented the house owner. For more information on copper rainwater
systems go to www.rainguard.co.uk
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The new water heating system features 3
Rinnai HDC 1200i plus a 500 litre cylinder.
A Rinnai HD50i looked after the hot water
demand for 10 years, without missing a
beat, but due to expansion at the hospital a
new bespoke system was required.
The decision was taken to upgrade to
more energy efficient condensing hot
water heaters and incorporate the 500 litre
storage vessel to give the hospital a means
of dealing with peak hour demands.
The heating engineer contractors, A J
Gastech, were given just a 14 hour window
in which to remove the existing system
and replace it with the new one. This was
achieved with a bit of time to spare, such
is the expertise and professionalism of A J
Gastech.
The Rinnai HDC 1200i continuous model
is for use on all high demand sites as it is
easily capable of delivering 2000 litres per
hour. It guarantees unparalleled levels of
efficiency and hot water delivery for the end
user whilst streamlining installations and
guaranteeing future regulatory compliance.
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This is a precision engineered water
heating unit can also be combined as
multiple units into one single, easy to
handle module. Both HDC1200 internal and
external models turn in a market leading
energy performance of 107% net efficiency
and offer superlative ranges of modulation
as the system’s internal analytical system
can modulate the burner range from
54kw to 2.4kw. The Rinnai HDC 1200i is
engineered for minimal energy wastage
and maximum energy performance.
It is worth remembering that Part L of the
Building Regulations 2013 set minimum
thermal efficiency levels of 90% for natural
and 92% for LPG, consequently outlawing
non-condensing gas fired water heaters for
use in new build projects.
Rinnai units and systems are now the
number one choice for large buildings
and businesses with a heavy demand for
constant hot water or where high peaks
of demand occur at certain times. Any
number of modules can be manifolded, so
the water handling capacity is truly infinite
and there is no risk of the ‘cascade’ of hot
water ever running out.
The manifolded 1200i units can be
delivered direct to site in one complete,
easy to manage package and at a very
competitive price. For the end user this

guarantees considerable cost savings over
other forms of hot water generation.
he relatively compact footprint of all
Rinnai units and systems means it can
optimise plant room space and safeguard
accessibility for maintenance and servicing.
There is huge potential for on-demand
style water heaters such as the Rinnai HDC
1200i units to play their part in new build
and in refurbishments where there are still
many old systems that need replacing as
well as old-style gravity fed water systems
that use stored hot water.
The Rinnai Infinity HDC 1200i has lower
greenhouse emissions because of the new
reduced NOx burner technology.
As Clifton Park Hospital has a secondary
flow and return system, complete range
modulation is experienced ensuring
that the system is running at optimum
performance at all times.
www.rinnaiuk.com
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Helifix Concealed Repairs Restore
Failed Arches At Listed Brewery
The 170 year old, Grade ll listed, Hook Norton
Brewery in Oxfordshire, was suffering from
internal and external cracking due to the failure
of 15 brick arches. This was caused by the
decay of internal timbers and movement of the
surrounding brickwork.
HeliBars were bonded into mortar beds above
each opening, on both the interior and exterior
walls, forming masonry beams that reinforced
the brickwork, supported the wall above and
spread the loads. Other cracks were stitched
using single HeliBars bonded across the cracks.
These sympathetic repairs efficiently and
economically restored integrity whilst retaining
the original materials and aesthetics of this
important listed structure.
For project-specific technical advice about the
use of Helifix structural repair systems, contact
the Helifix team on 020 8735 5200. Alternatively,
go to www.helifix.co.uk/videos to watch
installation videos and to download relevant
product brochures. www.helifix.co.uk

www.structura-uk.com/kalwall

Daylighting Fit For Kings

Magply Boards Carry K-Rend
Finish To Complete Exclusive
Surrey Housing Developement

Recent redevelopment of the food court at Kings Mall Shopping
centre, on a five-acre site in London’s Hammersmith area, exposed
up some interesting and complex challenges.

An exclusive residential development in
Hambledon, Surrey, is making use of 12mm
Magply boards, supplied by Elliotts Builders
Merchants, as the carrier for a proprietary sprayed
render system, as one of the main exterior finishes
to a highly insulated structure based on the use of
Structural Insulated Panels or SIPS.
The project is being undertaken by Hawkesmore
Homes with OSP from Farnham being the
architectural consultancy responsible for the
design work, while Brighton based Fullers
Plastering is providing a supply and fit package for
the exterior rendering.
The stylish three and four bedroom, two-storey
properties present a traditional outward appearance, with clay roof tiles above the elevations of handmade bricks
and highly weatherproof K-Rend panels. The latter is applied to the 12mm Magply modified MgO boards, screwed to
50x50mm timbers fixed at 600mm centres across the SIPs structure. Significantly, the architect’s specifications leave the
specialist sub-contractor free to utilise any render carrier board approved by the system manufacturer.
Despite offering good adhesion for the decorative render system, Magply boards are very moisture resistant thanks to
their modified MgO formulation that also represents an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional plywood
or OSB sheets. The production process keeps the chlorine content to just 0.01%, enhancing long term durability, while
Magply boards carry a variety of internationally recognised accreditations. www.magply.co.uk

As part of the ongoing development, the new residential
apartments above the shopping centre were being adversely
affected by light pollution and lack of privacy from visitors looking
through the food court atrium.
To solve this problem, owners and developers Schroders decided to
install Kalwall translucent cladding around the whole of the atrium.
This screened the external courtyard above, thereby mitigating the
issues around privacy, while maintaining the maximum levels of
interior daylight.
Installed in a Verti-Kal pattern, the Kalwall panels complement
the industrial feel of the redevelopment and its hard concrete and
stone surfaces, while providing several benefits for shoppers and
residents alike.
This project perfectly illustrates the advantages of Kalwall over
traditional glazing. Here it offers complete line-of-sight protection,
maintaining privacy for the residents and controlling light pollution,
while bathing the interior with diffused daylighting, regardless
of the weather. The panels are lightweight but very durable with
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excellent resistance to impact and scratching. They are also vandal
resistant with good protection against windborne debris.
In addition, Kalwall’s insulating properties mean that U-values
down to 0.28 can be achieved while daylight is driven deeper into
the interior space below, thereby reducing energy costs for both
artificial lighting and temperature control.
The exterior face is colour stable and includes a UV resistant,
self-cleaning surface. This means that normal rainfall helps to keep
the surface free of dust and dirt while at the same time retaining
the original colour during the weathering process. All this helps to
reduce the costs of maintenance and cleaning
Case studies and technical information are available from Structura
UK Ltd on tel: 01233 501 504 or by visiting www.structura-uk.com/
kalwall
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Hospital Corridor Walls
Protected By Yeoman Shield
A busy access corridor linking one wing
to another at a major Yorkshire Hospital
now benefits from a wall protection
system supplied and installed by Yeoman
Shield.
The heavy footfall, wheeled equipment
and bed trolleys continually traversing
the path between two busy wings was
starting to take its toll on the walls and
corners of the corridor in the form of
marking, denting and scratching.
The hospital choose a protection system
from Yeoman Shield to overcome such
damage.
200mm Protection Rail was fitted
“flat-back” to the wall on one side of
the access way with FalmouthEx Wall
Protection Panels installed below the
rail. Rubber stop ends/returns (new to the
Yeoman Shield range) were applied to
the rail as added defence against heavily laden trolleys and carts that may come into contact. The opposing wall was also offered
protection by the same Yeoman Shield 200mm Protection Rail this time installed on 60mm “stand-off” allowing the system to
become a supportive rail for those who require it.
The rail was again finished with the durable hardwearing rubber accessories. Matching 75 x 75 mm Corner Protection Angles
were put on vulnerable corners on both sides of the walkway completing a comprehensive wall protection system that will help to
reduce the time and money spent on redecoration and repair over the lifecycle of the building. www.yeomanshield.com

www.rainguard.co.uk

Yeoman Rainguard Perfect For Old
Chapel Cottage
Originally a Methodist Chapel built in 1841, now converted to a
home, The Old Chapel Cottage boasts both charming traditional
local architecture and stunning views over Nidderdale, an area of
outstanding beauty in North Yorkshire.
When the current owners, Mr & Mrs Simpson, moved into the
property they were keen to improve certain aspects of the cottage
which included the replacement of the old dis-coloured and
worn PVC gutters and
downpipes along with the
rotting timber fascia.
Wanting to replace these
empathetically and in
keeping with the age and
location of the property,
the Simpsons sourced
Yeoman Rainguard’s products after a visit to their stand at the
Homebuilding & Renovating Show in Harrogate.
Yeoman Rainguard 130 x 100mm deep flow XL Aluminium
gutters were installed on the cottage and adjoining garage to
accommodate the water flow rates from the pitched roof. 75mm
Dia. XL Aluminium downpipes were added topped off with
attractive Motif cast aluminium rainwater hoppers.
Offering a bespoke design service Yeoman Rainguard were able to

accommodate some of the more unusual off sets and projection
configurations required to ensure a perfect watertight rainwater
system on this project.

Landmark Specification For
Marmox Multiboard

Finished in a durable black textured polyester powder coating, the
new gutters, downpipes and accessories not only have a heritage
look that complements the character of the cottage but offer a
maintenance free lifecycle of 30 years or more.

An iconic residential development
by Barratt London is including the
use of Marmox Multiboard for its
outstanding physical performance
with two walls around the 20 metre
swimming pool being lined with the
moisture resistant backing board.
Landmark Place stands alongside
the Tower of London, offering
purchasers of the 165 luxury
apartments and penthouses with
stunning views of the Thames,
Tower Bridge and the Southbank.
The ground floor pool and spa
was fitted out by a specialist subcontractor consuming close to 100
of the 2500 x 600mm Multiboards for the work, as well as six boxes of dowels to secure them and 30 rolls of
Marmox Jointing Tape.
All of the materials are being supplied through a local branch of Jewson Builders Merchants Marmox
Multiboards are manufactured from extruded polystyrene or XPS and offer a range of positive physical
characteristics, including good thermal insulation, in addition to being fully waterproof. They are both light to
handle and easy to cut, while still being able to sustain substantial loadings if required, including as part of a
floor build-up. www.marmox.co.uk

The Rotting timber fascia was replaced with Yeoman Rainguard
“N Type” fascia board, manufactured from GRP – glass reinforced
polyester – it’s flexible and lightweight with exceptionally hard
wearing, strong properties. Supplied in black to partner with the
rainwater goods, this smart looking product will again give a life
expectancy of 30 years plus.
“When looking to update the rainwater goods after the house
purchase, we were keen to choose something that would fit the
look, age & character of the building as well as be efficient & long
lasting. The team at Yeoman Rainguard helped us to choose the
right products & configuration for the project. We also chose
Yeoman Rainguard to perform the installation and were delighted
with both the installation process and the result.” Helen & Mark
Simpson.
For more information on Yeoman Rainguard’s rainwater systems
go to www.rainguard.co.uk or call 0113 279 5854.
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Omnie Ground Source Solution For
Unique Plymouth Property

www.encasement.co.uk

Encasement Provides Stylish Cover Up At
Twickenham Catholic College
Saint Richard Reynolds Catholic College in
Twickenham is using Encasement’s ‘Forma’
and ‘Vecta’ decorative metal casings to
conceal structural steelwork around a new
courtyard walkway, as part of its recently
opened £14 million teaching block.

creation of a covered walkway along two
sides of the college’s main ‘quad’ courtyard
that also incorporates 14 structural
support columns, which are concealed
by Encasement’s rectangular ‘Forma’
decorative metal column casings and
matching ceiling soffits and fascias.
Each 650mm x 990mm weatherproof
column casing stands 3.74metres high
and is manufactured from 1.5mm thick
aluminium, which incorporates a Rimex
‘Black Pearl’ finish that combines a highly
polished surface with a pattern of small
circular indentations, making the casings
both durable and aesthetic.

Designed by DHP Building Design
Consultants and built by main contractor,
Graham Construction the project
involved the refurbishment of the existing
Edwardian structure, alongside the
construction of The Elizabeth Building to
create a modern learning environment
for pupils. In addition to primary and
secondary classrooms, the Elizabeth
Building also includes a hall, library and
sixth form centre.
An integral part of the new facilities was the

After waiting a decade to gain planning permission to
build their new home in a location steeped in British
Naval history, a Devon couple were determined to optimise not just the views available, but also the technical
specifications: choosing an OMNIE ground source heat
pump to deliver the high hot water demand underfloor
heating requirements throughout the spacious four
bedroom property.
The Modern Movement inspired, four-level structure
stands in the grounds of Mount Stone House, close to
Plymouth’s famous Royal William Yard, with a striking
seascape visible from an upper vantage point in the
terraced gardens.
The owners have worked with architect, Miles Lynch
and the main contractor, to optimise the spaces created, while Cornwall based Sadler and Bourne is the
building services and renewables specialist which recommended installing the OMNIE SWCV 92HI ground
source heat pump. It meets DHW demands for the four en-suite bathrooms, kitchen, utility and cloakroom. Offering an output of up to
8.6kW, the high efficiency heat pump harvests free energy from three 50m deep boreholes, drilled into the solid bedrock and reaching
down below sea level.
A glycol mixture is pumped around the ground loops to the heat pump located in the home’s ground floor plant room for the SWCV 92HI’s
compressor to boost the bedrock temperature. This then feeds a 400 litre storage vessel and the underfloor heating circuits at a flow temperature of 45-500 centigrade. The OMNIE CWCV flexible GSHP range is available in three sizes with a maximum output of 13.5kW. They
are compact and neatly packaged, while they are also supplied with peripheral equipment such as the necessary expansion vessels and
manifold for connection to bore holes or shallow ground arrays. www.omnie.co.uk

Wilo’s New Heating System Cleaning Product Does The Biz For Poplar HARCA

was an excellent decision for this project
as it helps provide interest by breaking
up the large surface areas of the column
casings. Also, the pattern helps provide
some additional rigidity to the aluminium,
making it even more durable and ideal
for high traffic use. The same applies to
the ceiling soffits and fascia, but the main
advantage of using the same material is the
it integrates with the column casings and
provides a uniform finish to this excellent
project.”

In addition to the column casings, the
walkway also includes almost 70 metres
of aluminium fascias and soffits at ceiling
level, which use the same Rimex Black
Pearl finish to conceal building services and
drainage pipework. All casings solutions
were not only manufactured and supplied
by Encasement, but were also installed by
the company’s specialist installation team.
Encasement’s Managing Director, Martin
Taylor, commented: “The Black Pearl finish
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Wilo has provided a solution for a London-based
social housing provider, that was experiencing issues
because of poor heating system circulating water
quality.
Poplar Housing and Regeneration Community
Association (HARCA) owns and manages around
10,000 homes in East London.
It required a system to operate in one of its buildings
– Carradale House in Poplar. Wilo offered to run its
new particle separator system on a protracted trial to
illustrate the benefits of the system and to address
the issues the property had. The main issues were
mechanical seal failures on pumps and poorly made
up joints during the installation of the system. Leaks
were causing the system to introduce new clean water
to the system, diluting the inhibitor, reducing its
effectiveness and seeing debris accumulating in the
system.
Wilo’s new Wilo-SiClean Comfort is a particle
separator system that provides automated circulating
water cleaning. The circulating water is set into centrifugal motion so the particles of debris, both magnetic and non-magnetic, can
rotate downwards and collect in the desludging tank. The cyclone created in the separator combined with the vortex effect, leads to
venting of the fluid and supports the degassing process. Magnetic particles are removed by magnetophoresis.
Over the period of the trial, the results showed huge improvement to the system circulating water – a large reduction in conductivity –
12% - and a reduction of the iron in the water samples taken – by a massive 75%.
Dave Barnett from Poplar HARCA says: “We ran system health check reports on the system before we installed the Wilo equipment,
during the trial and at the end of the trial and the results were very good. The Si-Clean Comfort was removing the debris from the
system and improving the quality of the circulating water significantly for the building.” www.wilo.co.uk
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Magply Earns Street Cred As Render
Backing Board

www.flowcrete.co.uk

The final episode of Channel 4’s latest
Grand Designs series follows the experience of a self-builder employing a highly
innovative and flexible build system which,
in this instance, sees its high-performance
elevations given a proprietary render system across Magply modified magnesium
oxide boards.
Screened on May 9th the story behind the
two-bedroom property’s construction
profiles the use of Boutique Modern’s PFC
steel section and SIPs system to erect a
highly energy efficient structure, which
could have carried many different exterior
treatments. The programme also reviews
the neighbouring properties - already covered in previous episodes - which have been built as part of the far larger Graven Hill self-build
project instigated by Cherwell District Council.
Lucas Shone of Boutique Modern explains: “Our build system is very adaptable to many types of residential property, providing a
turnkey solution which we can configure to whatever a client might want. Often they come to us with designs which were intended to
be traditionally built, or even modular, and we can interpret them as a computer based exercise, providing our own volumetric buildsystem, with a full choice of finishes. Having undertaken some 130 projects already, we are also now launching our range of homes and
moving into social housing. U-values are between 0.15 and 0.18 W/m2K and achieve an airtightness figure of 2 m3/m2/hour.”
The 9mm Magply boards were fixed across a ventilated battened cavity across the outside face of the SIPs, ready for the render contractor to apply its self-coloured render finish, which includes a base coat, reinforcing mesh and top coat. www.magply.co.uk

Hong Kong To Zhuhai Mega Bridge Installs
Isocrete K-Screed
Flowcrete has been involved in the
construction of the world’s longest sea
crossing bridge, the remarkable Hong
Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge (HZMB).
The $20 billion development has been
built to link the three cities of Hong Kong,
Zhuhai and Macau together for the first
time. The scale and ambition of the project
is truly unique, as the 55-kilometre (34 mi)
bridge–tunnel system includes a series of
three cable-stayed bridges, an undersea
tunnel and four artificial islands.
This unique feat of civil engineering faced
some truly unique challenges, thanks in
large part to the vast distances that it
covers and the fact that it would have to
support tens of thousands of passengers
every day.
To make sure that the project’s innovatively
designed Hong Kong Boundary Crossing
Facility (HKBCF) would be able to cope
with these pressures, 43,000 m2 of
Flowcrete’s cementitious subfloor screed
solution, Isocrete K-Screed, was supplied.
Francis Tang, General Manager of
Flowcrete Hong Kong, said: “The Hong

Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge is central
to the Hong Kong government’s plan to
improve connectivity in the region and
we’re proud to have been involved in the
construction of an important section of the
bridge’s infrastructure.

Situated on a 130-hectare reclaimed island,
the HKBCF provides a strategic multimodal transportation hub for the western
Hong Kong side of the bridge. If the floor
failed here, then it could lead to a long list
of safety and operational concerns!
Isocrete K-Screed is a durable, semidry cementitious screed system that
incorporates a proprietary additive to
produce an early drying, high-strength
screed. These properties mean that
large-scale developments can speed up
the process of applying the screed without
sacrificing on critical structural and
functional properties.

“The vast numbers of people that
the crossing facility would have to
accommodate on a daily basis meant
that the floor in the HKBCF had to be as
robust and reliable as possible. Isocrete
K-Screed was ideal for this, as it has been
specifically designed to rapidly provide
a high-performance, long lasting screed
layer for large and demanding construction
projects.”

Flowcrete’s specialist screed system was
applied in thicknesses ranging from 75150mm across the site, including in the
customs, clearance and departure halls
as well as in the baggage handling area,
back-of-house maintenance facilities
and the overhead rooftop garden. Inside
the HKBCF, Isocrete K-Screed proved to
be the ideal platform on which to install
the tile finish, creating an attractive and
impressive floor area.
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Taking Domestic Wall Soundproofing To The Maxiboard
Major upgrades to acoustic insulation levels are vital if homeowners and tenants
are to truly experience ‘comfort’ in their domestic environment, matching the
transformation of the thermal efficiency of many UK homes.
With only 25% of UK homes being classed as detached, the lives of millions of
people living in terraced properties, semi-detached houses and apartments are
made a misery because of noisy neighbours. Whilst national statistics for noise
complaints are not readily available, in the city of Leeds alone, a Freedom of
Information Act request showed that 23,350 noise complaints were made to Leeds
City Council in a period of just over two years up to March 2018. Effective solutions
begin with the soundproofing of adjoining walls using Maxiboard Acoustic Boards
from Sound Reduction Systems. Maxiboard is a patented composite soundproof
board manufactured from cement and gypsum with a polymeric core. The
composite building board produced offers excellent sound insulation performance
and is a very strong, high impact resistant board, suitable for taking screws and
fixings direct.
Maxiboard is ideal for soundproofing new and existing walls. It is part of a system
in which the boards are fixed to Maxi Resilient Bars to create an isolated frame,
between which Maxislab insulation panels sit, with the perimeter sealed with SRS
Acoustic Sealant. Standard plasterboards can then be attached to the Maxiboards to deliver a routine finish and décor.
Alex Doherty, Director of Sound Reduction Systems says: “Raising the standard of comfort in UK homes requires a dedicated focus on
improving acoustic insulation between adjoining properties. Done well, we can mirror the successes achieved through the uplift in thermal
standards over the past two decades and make a dramatic improvement to the quality of UK housing. The effects of noise on our home life
are not talked about often enough, but we know they can have a massive effect on our health, happiness and ability to be productive at
work. With solutions like Maxiboard, with its ability to transform the soundproofing levels of walls, the solutions are available now and we
can offer all the technical guidance required to deliver the best result.” www.soundreduction.co.uk.
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SE Controls High Flying Hybrid Ventilation And
Smoke Control For St. Helena Airport
St. Helena, one of the world’s most remote island
locations is using actuators, monitoring and control
solutions from SE Controls Africa as part of a new hybrid
environmental ventilation and smoke control solution at
its airport terminal on the East coast.
A British overseas territory, alongside, Ascension Island
and Tristan da Cunha, St. Helena’s airport is operated by
St. Helena Airport Ltd and currently receives a weekly
flight from Johannesburg, South Africa.
Handling around 400 passengers each week, the airport
terminal’s ventilation system is designed to monitor
and control both temperature and carbon dioxide (CO2)
levels, to help maintain a comfortable environment for
travellers and staff, while also ensuring that escape routes
are kept free of smoke in the event of a fire. To achieve
this, 46 SE Controls SECO N 24 40 chain actuators with
a 600mm stroke length automatically open and close the airport terminal’s windows and vents, depending on the CO2
concentration and interior temperature, which is monitored by four combined sensor and control units located in different
zones within the building.
External rain, wind and temperature sensors are also installed as part of the system to ensure that only ‘down wind’ vents
are opened to remove the risk of rain entering the building in windy conditions.
If a fire should occur, the building’s alarm system triggers the ventilation system to switch into smoke ventilation mode,
which automatically opens high level vents while also allowing replacement air to enter the terminal at low level to
ensure that smoke can be quickly vented from the building and keep escape routes clear. In smoke ventilation mode, the
actuators are controlled by five separate SE Controls SHEVTEC controllers. www.secontrols.com/en-gb

G.E.C Anderson Gives Unique
Performance At Historic London
Cultural Venue
The conclusion of a far-reaching and detailed
refurbishment contract within the country’s
oldest purpose-built cultural entertainment
venue has included the installation of custom
designed stainless steel units and worktop,
supplied and installed by G.E.C Anderson for
the food preparation area. The project at the
historic Blackheath Halls in Lee Road, SouthEast London, has been carried out by the
equally long established Sykes and Son on behalf of the operating company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Trinity Laban Conservatoire
of Music and Dance. The scope of the work
included the redevelopment of the Great Hall,
bar and box office/foyer areas. With such construction work as electrical rewiring, plumbing and plastering completed, G.E.C Anderson’s
project management team carried out a precise survey of the food preparation area, located to one at the North end of the main bar, in
order for the design and fabrication process to commence.
While many clients choose to make use of G.E.C Anderson’s standard ranges of sinks and other sanitaryware, the conservation considerations to the work within Blackheath Halls required a bespoke solution. The sector specialist manufacturer’s workshops duly produced a
set of three base cabinets in stainless steel, and a single-piece L-shaped stainless steel work-surface with integral sink and splashbacks.
Such custom made installations offer a pristine appearance that is ideal for such public facing applications, while helping establishments
maintain an efficient cleaning regime essential in achieving the high standards of hygiene essential in commercial premises.
www.gecanderson.co.uk
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When Building For Airtightness Is An Education:
Tyvek® At The John Taylor Free School
Building for education presents both
challenges and opportunities in today’s
public sector construction. While
budgets must be carefully controlled,
it’s also essential to achieve the highest
specifications in order to ensure a lasting
and cost-effective investment. The best
in modern building technology is vital
to delivering a project that performs
as designed and meets all key criteria,
particularly in terms of sustainability and
reduced maintenance.

to function for the long term in a way that
would keep costs down so there was no
point in cutting corners in the short term.
And in fact ‘corners’ were one of the key
places where this material came into its
own, as together with its special tapes
and sealants, it has a flexibility that works
brilliantly with windows and doors, or
wherever there are cuts or penetrations
that need to be completely sealed.”

The John Taylor free high school in
Burton-on-Trent is a complete newbuild development on a greenfield site,
commissioned to meet the growing needs
of the Staffordshire education system.
The £25m PPP funded complex by Glancy
Nicholls Architects includes a state-ofthe-art sports hall and caters for 1,400
secondary and sixth form pupils.
When Perkins Plasterers were contracted
by Seddon Construction Ltd to ensure the
integrity of the building envelope, with
particular regard to airtightness, it soon
became apparent that a cheap or inferior
solution would do neither the project,
nor the reputation of a group of proud
professionals, any good.
Gareth Jones of Perkins Plasterers explains:
“The original material that had been
considered presented a high risk of failure
in our view, and we were not convinced it
would perform as needed, particularly for
the scale and complexity of this project. So,
in consultation with Seddon we decided to
upgrade the specification. It soon became
clear that we had made the right decision
in choosing the Tyvek® and AirGuard®
products. Being a school building it needed
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Gareth and team were impressed by
the experience of working with DuPont,
“The customer support from start to
finish was second to none. We had a full
day’s training, plus further site visits,
and very clear guidelines which helped
us understand how easy the system was
to work with. It was obvious even during
the build that everything was performing
as it should because it helped to keep out
some awful weather conditions. Once fully
installed and tested it gave us excellent
results.
The school is now open and the
airtightness of the envelope is performing
very well. We would definitely work with
these products for similar projects in the
future.”

The products Gareth refers to are Tyvek®
Housewrap breather membrane, which
was applied to the sports hall, and Tyvek®
AirGuard® Control which was used on
the main school building as a vapour
control layer. These function as part of
a holistic system together with specially
created accessories Tyvek® FlexWrap EZ
concertina-style tape and Tyvek® DoubleSided Tape, thus ensuring the integrity
of the airtight seal even around awkward
corners, servicing ducts and structural
penetrations.
Tyvek® breather membranes are unique
because of their high-quality single layer
construction and are naturally vapour open
while also being dependably – and lastingly
– water-tight, as proven by comprehensive
field tests. Tyvek® AirGuard® Control is a
light-weight, easy to install AVCL which
offers superior mechanical strength and
is designed to reduce uncontrolled air
leakage and minimise convective heat loss
in roofs, walls and floors.
So, the new John Taylor Free School
benefits from the best in the business.
According to the RIBA report The Better
Spaces for Learning published in May
2016, “Good design makes schools cheaper
to run – we estimate that up to £150m
annually is being spent on unnecessary
services and maintenance which could
have been avoided if schools were better
designed.” DuPont™ Tyvek® and DuPont™
AirGuard® products can form a key part of
the solution to such avoidable costs – the
definition of a wise investment in quality,
expertise and reliable service.

SCREENS & PARTITIONS - CUSTOM & STANDARD
We design and manufacture a wide range of contemporary screens and
partitions using high quality materials and finishes, with great attention to
detailing on our custom and standard designs, all produced in our UK factory.
T. 01923 818282

.

F. 01923 818280

.

E. sales@shopkit.com
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www.shopkit.com
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